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EXHIBITION PLAN AND PARTICIPATION OPTIONS

COST INCLUDES

- **equipped stand** (company name on frieze, table, chairs, electric outlet, hanger, trash can, spot lamp, wall panels, carpet)**
- installation of machinery / equipment outside (from 9 sq.m, optional)**
- **presentation** in the Business Program (10-20 min, from 9 sq.m)**
- own open seminar / master class within Business Program (30-60 min, from 12 sq.m)**
- **advertising A4** unit in the e-catalog (from 9 sq.m)**
- rotation of **advertising video** in the exhibition hall (from 15 sq.m)
- **logo & information** about the company on exhibition website & in e-catalog
- invitations to buffet
- exhibition documentation
- all taxes

*Except unequipped area

**Duration of the presentation, seminar, size of the adv. unit and equipment of the stand differs depending on selected option. Please, contact organizers for detailed information

**

COST

- Stand 6 sq.m - 1 300 Euro
- Stand 9 sq.m - 1 800 Euro
- Stand 12 sq.m - 2 300 Euro
- Stand 15 sq.m - 2 700 Euro
- Stand 18 sq.m - 3 100 Euro
- Stand 36 sq.m - 5 500 Euro

UNequipped space of 36 sq.m - 4 700 Euro
UNequipped space of 18 sq.m - 2 600 Euro

Stand 36 sq.m - 5 500 Euro
DRAFT BUSINESS PROGRAM

6-7 OCTOBER

09:00 - 18:00 Opening hours
10:00 - 17:00 Business program

MAIN PROGRAM

Conference room, 1 floor

Panel discussion. Current state and legislation reforms in the field of water resources management

Invited for participation representatives of:
- specialized ministries of Ukraine
- relevant committees of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine
- National Commission for State Regulation of Energy and Public Utilities
- State Environmental Inspectorate of Ukraine
- State Service of Ukraine for Food Safety and Consumer Protection
- State Water Resources Agency of Ukraine
- industrial enterprises (Holdings)
- regional state administrations

Preliminary confirmed participants:

Ministry of Communities and Territories Development
Halyna Zalievska, Director of Life Support Systems and Housing Policy Department,
Viktor Tokarenko, Deputy Director of Life Support Systems and Housing Policy Department

Ministry of Energy and Environmental Protection of Ukraine
Oleksandr Bon, Deputy Director of Department for Protection of Natural Resources, Eco-Network and Biosafety - Head of the Management for Land and Water Resources Protection

Kyiv City State Administration
Andriy Malevanyi, Head of Ecology and Natural Resources Department

Mariupol City Council
Vaaghn Mnatsakanyan, Head of Ecology, Energy Management and Labor Protection Department, Mariupol City Council

Dnipropetrovsk Regional Council
Olexiy Angurets, Deputy Chairman of the Regional Council for the Executive Office - Head of the Ecology, Energy Saving and Investments Department

DTEK
Iryna Verbitska, Head of Environmental Safety Department of Power Generation Directorate

Session 1. Information technologies, equipment and systems for accounting, monitoring, automation and dispatching

Monitoring water supply problems of the country using space means
Sergiy Yanchevskyi, Deputy Head of Information and Analytical Center, National Space Facilities Control And Test Center

Topic to be announced
Olexandr Khodyrev, Director, ECM Ukraine

Topic & Speaker to be announced
Ecoinstrument-Kiev, Ukraine

Session 2. Modern equipment and machinery for pipelines cleaning and engineering networks of water supply and disposal

Topic to be announced
Yuriy Basyuk, Director of Specbudmash, Budshlyakhmash, Ukraine

Reliable protection of concrete from aggressive effects of biogenic sulfate corrosion. OmbranCPS
Oleh Zhuravel, Regional representative, MC-Bauchemie Ukraine

Topic to be announced
Robert Henich, Sales Manager CIS & Baltic, Raedlinger Primus Line, Germany

Cutting robots and UV curing systems – cleaning and rehabilitation with IMS Robotics
Maxim Bersch, Technical Sales Engineer, IMS Robotics, Germany

Trenchless rehabilitation of pipelines with flexible polymer sleeve as an alternative to traditional methods
Igor Cherneshenko, Director, Orni Group, Ukraine
Session 3. Modern equipment and technologies for sewage treatment

Topic to be announced
Grega Verk, Project Manager Environmental Engineering, RIKO, Slovenia

Topic to be announced
Yaroslav Prilypko, Director, Aquantis, Ukraine

Topic & Speaker to be announced
SNF / Imvend Chemical, France / Ukraine

Topic to be announced
Oleksandr Mazayev, Sales Manager, Alfa Laval, Ukraine

Topic to be announced
Alexander Smirnov, Deputy Head of Technological Department, Ecopolymer, Ukraine

Separators and drainage units HAURATON (Germany) for treatment and infiltration of atmospheric waste water
Zhurylo Daria, Engineer, Euroizol Geosynthetics, Ukraine

Topic & Speaker to be announced
BIO-RAN, United Kingdom

Topic to be announced
Andrey Kopunec, Water treatment technical specialist CEE, Donauchem, Hungary

Session 4. Recycling and disposal of sediments and sludge, biogas energy

Geotubes for sludge dewatering
Larysa Dzheneviz, Head of hydraulic department, Westhem Group, Ukraine

Session 5. Financing and investments into Ukrainian water industry

NEFCO Ukraine Water Programme within the Neighborhood Investment Platform
Sergiy Zyma, Advisor on water sector projects, NEFCO - Nordic Environment Finance Corporation

Refinancing of projects from JSC TASCOMBANK within current international programs
Andriy Kudinov, Deputy Head of VIP Corporate Client Department (Energy Sector), TASCOMBANK

Financial leasing in PrivatBank, network, partners, new format
Olexandr Ivanin, Deputy Head of Development of Sectoral Products on Products of Financial Leasing Department, PrivatBank

IFC's Green Finance Program
Speaker to be announced, IFC - International Finance Corporation

Topic to be announced
Baher El-Hifnawi, Program Leader for Infrastructure and Sustainable Development in Belarus, Moldova and Ukraine, World Bank

INDIVIDUAL NEGOTIATIONS with financial institutions

- NEFCO - Nordic Environment Finance Corporation
  Negotiations to be held by: Sergiy Zyma, Advisor on water sector projects

- PrivatBank
  Negotiations to be held by: Olexandr Ivanin, Deputy Head of Development of Sectoral Products on Products of Financial Leasing Department

SEMINAR “Role of environmental laboratories in the reform of Ukrainian water resources monitoring”

- Changes in legislation regulating laboratory activities in the context of transition to European measurement standards
- Best available technologies and equipment for water resources monitoring. Is there a compromise between price and quality?
- Is effective cooperation between municipal authorities and business possible during building a unified environmental measurement system?
- Ensuring measurement quality and metrological control. How to avoid major mistakes?
- Economics of instrumental studies of water resources. Can a lab make money?

Invited for participation:
- heads of environmental laboratories of enterprises and water utilities, independent environmental laboratories and laboratory centers
- representatives of design organizations, suppliers of technologies and equipment for laboratories
- representatives of state and municipal environmental control services
PARALLEL EVENTS

Zone of parallel events, 1-2 floors

CONFERENCE “Industrial water”
Moderator: Vladislav Antypov, CEO, Center of Environment and New Technologies Development

Topics:
• Mechanisms of financial, legislative and public regulation of Ukrainian water pollution by industrial enterprises
• International and domestic equipment and technologies for monitoring, water & waste water treatment at industrial enterprises
• Technological solutions for sewage reduction and reuse of treated waste water at industrial plants (ZLD system - Zero Liquid Discharge)

Questions to be discussed:
› Which environmental problems related to water pollution by industrial enterprises are the most relevant?
› What technologies will allow Ukraine to comply with European directives in the field of water protection?
› What financial mechanism of state should be to support enterprises environmental projects?
› What legislative reforms are required in the area of the special water use permit system?
› What should be the mechanism of state and public control over environmental compliance?

Session 1. Fuel & energy, mining & metallurgical complex
Topic to be announced
Olexandr Senik, Head of the Department of Environmental Protection, Ferrexpo, Ukraine

Topic & Speaker to be announced
SNF / Imvend Chemical, France / Ukraine

Session 2. Petrochemical, transportation and machine building industry

Session 3. Agriculture and food industry

Session 4. Chemical and pharmaceutical industry

Invited for participation:
Domestic and World suppliers and manufacturers of equipment, technologies, machines and services for water treatment, ZLD, monitoring and sewage treatment at industrial enterprises, chief engineers, ecologists, specialists in water supply, sewerage and maintenance of WWTP at industrial enterprises, representatives of the profile Ministries, committees of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, City and Regional Departments of Ecology, Public Organizations, united territorial communities, Bodies of State Environmental Supervision (Control), Mass Media

CONFERENCE “Modern aspects of design and construction of Ukrainian water facilities”

• Actual legislation changes in the field of regulation of water facilities construction
• Modern design and construction technologies
• Procurement and project features with the involvement of international financial institutions
• Certification and advanced training of design engineers - the necessary conditions for compliance of hydraulic facilities to world standards

Topic to be announced
Olena Kotsar, Managing Partner, USEC «Potential-4», Ukraine

Topic to be announced
Ruslan Svintsitskyi, Director of Marketing and Sales, Member of the Board, UTEM-ENGINEERING, Ukraine

Invited for participation:
- design, engineering, construction organizations, general contractors, design and production services of water utilities and industrial enterprises, suppliers of equipment and technologies, scientific and educational institutions, control services, municipal and state authorities

SEMINAR “Basin Councils’ priorities for Ukrainian water sector development”

Topic «Ukrainian water sector development program for the period of 2020-2021»
• Water regulation reform. Water basin management plan as a factor for maintaining water bodies in good condition
• The modern water monitoring system is a necessary basis for implementation of EU environmental directives
• Energy efficiency is a necessary condition for Ukraine’s water sector existence in modern realities

Invited for presentations and discussions:
representatives of relevant Committees of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, Ministries, State Environmental Inspectorate of Ukraine, the Ukrainian Hydrometeorological Center, regional environmental monitoring centers (Kyiv, Dnipro, Mariupol, Lviv, Odessa, Kharkiv), public eco-monitoring network and scientific community, State Agency on Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving of Ukraine, suppliers of technologies and equipment, financial institutions
**Invited for participation:**
Members of basin councils, representatives of regional offices of the Water Resources Agency and water utilities, basin and canal administrations, state and local authorities, research institutions, industrial enterprises, financial institutions, scientific and public organizations

**OPEN SEMINARS** of international and domestic suppliers of equipment and integrated solutions for water resources management

- **Open Seminar - RIKO, Slovenia**
  Moderator: Grega Verk, Project Manager Environmental Engineering

- **Open Seminar - ECM Ukraine**
  Moderator: Olexandr Khodyrev, Director

- **Open Seminar - Альфа Лаваль Украина**
  Moderator: Oleksandr Mazayev, Sales Manager

**WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT IN UKRAINIAN REGIONS**

**October 7, Wednesday**

**SEMINAR “Water resources management in Kyiv city”**
Organizer: Department of Ecology and Natural Resources, Kyiv City State Administration
Moderator: Andriy Malevanyi, Head of Ecology and Natural Resources Department, Kyiv City State Administration

Seminar topics:
- monitoring of water resources
- the state of reservoirs of Kyiv city
- water supply and drainage
- operation of networks and reservoirs of Kyiv city
- control of compliance with environmental legislation

Preliminary invited speakers:
- Petro Panteleyev, Deputy Head of Kyiv City State Administration
- Kostyantyn Yalovyi, Chairman of Standing Committee on Environmental Policy of Kyiv City Council
- Dmytro Naumenko, Head of Housing and Communal Infrastructure Department of Kyiv City State Administration
- Dmytro Novitskyi, Chairman of the Board – General Director of Kyivvodokanal
- Vitaliy Boyarchuk, acting Director General of ME “Pleso”
- Mykola Kulbida, Director of Ukrainian Hydrometeorological Center
- Oleh Ruban, Head of the Main Department of the State Service of Ukraine for Food Safety and Consumer Protection in Kyiv
- Svitlana Kozlovska, Director of Specialized Water Utility “Kyivvodfond”
- Serhiy Volkov, State Environmental Inspectorate of the Metropolitan District

Invited for participation:
specialists of water utilities and enterprises, South-Western Railway, Kyiv River Port, Kyiv Hydroelectric Power Plant, representatives of industrial enterprises of fuel and energy complex, chemical, petrochemical, pharmaceutical and food industries

**SEMINAR “Ways to improve the state of water resources in Dnipropetrovsk region”**
Organizer: Dnipropetrovsk Regional Council
Moderator: Olexiy Angurets, Deputy Chairman of the Regional Council for the Executive Office - Head of the Ecology, Energy Saving and Investments Department

Seminar topics:
- Water resources of the region. Certification of water bodies, water supply sources and disposal facilities
- Monitoring, restoration, operation, safety
- Highly mineralized mine waters of Kryvvbas (Kryvorizkyi Iron Ore Basin). Search for technological solutions
- Municipal water supply and sewerage. Investment attraction
- Industrial water supply. Pollution reduction and environmental pollution

Invited for presentations and discussions:
- Ecology Department of Dnipropetrovsk Regional State Administration
- Basin Department of Water Resources of the Lower Dnipro River
- Regional office of water resources in Dnipropetrovsk region
**CO-LOCATED EVENTS:**

**Waste Water Management** will be held at the same time with co-located exhibitions:

- **Hydro Engineering Expo** - hydro-expo.com
- **Waste Management** - wm-expo.com

*Attending all events is free of charge, registration is required.*

**INVITED FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE EXHIBITIONS:**

- Suppliers of equipment, machinery and integrated solutions for sewage treatment, construction and operation of hydraulic structures and water bodies
- International and Ukrainian water utilities (“vodokanals”)
- Industrial enterprises: Hydropower, Mining & metallurgical and fuel & energy sectors, petrochemicals, chemistry & pharmaceutical production, agriculture, food industries, animal husbandry, fish farms
- Transport industry: air, auto, water and railway institutions
- Construction, design, engineering, EPCC contractors, road building organizations
- Consulting companies and law firms
- Basin councils
- Environmental laboratories
- Ministries, committees of the Verkhovna Rada, state supervision (control) bodies
- Regional and municipal authorities, territorial communities
- Banks, investment companies, financial institutions
- Diplomatic missions
- Scientific and educational institutions, public organizations, mass media

**ORGANIZER**

Business-Forum Ltd specializes in organisation and conducting of international and regional conferences and exhibitions since 2003.

Industries we cover:
- Metallurgy,
- Mining,
- Transportation and logistics,
- Chemical, ecology.

www.b-forum.com

**VENUE**

ACCO International EC
40-B Peremohy ave.
Shuliavska metro station
Kyiv, Ukraine
www.acco.ua

**ORGANISERS’ CONTACTS**

**Ilya Agafonov**
Senior Project Manager
+38 056 794 33 94, ext. 253
+38 099 116 92 77 (mob.)
i.agafonov@b-forum.com

**Dmitriy Radionov**
Project Manager
+38 056 794 33 94, ext. 242
+38 099 288 08 62 (mob.)
d.radionov@b-forum.com